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KSA: Solar Industry Briefing and Networking Event
8 May
With an attendance of more than 160 local and
international delegates and 28 speakers, this
event was a great success! The defined plans and
well-visited forum was a clear evidence that the
development of a solar energy market in KSA is on
the right track.
Co-organised with Joint Forces for Solar, the Solar
Industry Briefing and Networking Business Meeting
and 8th Business Development Forum last week in
Riyadh brought together high profiles speakers and
delegates.

A special word of thanks goes to all of our speakers.
We also thank our Premium Sponsor ib vogt,
our Gold Sponsors Bracewell, Dentons, DuPont,
Ingeteam and Jinko Solar, our Silver Sponsor Desert
Technologies as well as our Knowledge Partner
EuPD Research.
LOOK AT THE PICTURE GALLERY HERE.

“I believe that MESIA’s confrences are focused at delivering the latest industry policy,
news and direction. Through a brief and an enjoyable program, while giving the space for
networking with great leaders from around the world”
Khaled Sharbatly
Partner, Desert Technology

“KSA Solar Industry Briefing and Networking Event, which was organized by MESIA on
May 8th 2018, was very useful for our company Izzat Marji Group which is specialized
in Solar PV Rooftop Projects in Jordan and the Middle East. This event has significantly
served the goals of our company to implement its plans to expand in this important
market through establishing a new daughter company named “WAMEST Solar” to serve
the Saudi region. The variety of participants and the excellent organization of this focused
event contributed to its success, as it is usually the case for all events organized by MESIA”
Fadi Marji
General Manager Renewable Energy & Energy Efficiency, Izzat Marji Group

“MESIA’s Solar Industry Briefing event in Riyadh provided me with the latest news about
the Saudi market and introduced me to key stakeholders such as government officials,
EPC players, consultants and suppliers. I would like to thank MESIA for hosting this
successful event and look forward to attending the next one.” 
Khaled Chebaro
Business Development Manager, Yellow Door

“Productive conference with very relevant attendees and interesting content.
Definitely worth attending”
Rowan Jandu
CEO, Haala Energy
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MESIA IN THE NEWS
UAE: Regional Premiere: Planet Power
8 May

MESIA IN THE NEWS
CHINA: MESIA at SNEC. See the Latest Trends and PV Module Market
Share for 2017 Bid Winners
8 May

MESIA was very proud to screen for the first time in
the region, the amazing 3D movie: Planet Power.
PLANET POWER tells the story of electricity, from
the first spark created by man’s hand to the largest
power plants, the age of miracles to that of industry,
from Benjamin Franklin’s kite to Solar Impulse, the
first solar-powered plane capable of perpetual flight.
This screening has been possible thanks to our
comited sponsors: EuropaGrid, ENGIE, SCAN and
Siemens. A big thank you to them again!
LOOK AT THE PICTURE GALLERY HERE.

The SNEC PV Power Expo is arguably one of, if not the, largest
solar exhibitions in the world. Located in the bustling metropolis
of Shanghai, the expo covers almost 200,000 sqm spread across
17 halls. This year’s exhibition housed close to 2,000 exhibitors,
40% of which were from countries outside China. Alongside
the exhibition, the conference portion of the expo took place ,
during which industry leaders, from China and around the world,
presented their views and updates on the latest trends in PV
technology, industry growth prospects, policy updates and the
overall PV industry outlook.
While attending the various conference sessions and wandering
around the exhibition halls throughout the week, the following
were some of my key takeaways
Read more.
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MENA: Builders See Big Jump in BIPV Components Growth

MENA: The Rise of Building integrated Photovoltaics (BiPV)

17 May

8 May

The sector in the MENA region is still in its nascent
stages. Recently, much attention has been paid to
large, utility scale power plants and rooftop solar
projects, but this new report from the Middle East
Solar Industry Association (MESIA) explores the use

of BiPV and how the technology can potentially help
countries in the region achieve their decarbonisation
targets.
Read more.

KANAV DUGGAL: SNAPSHOT OF THE MONTH

by Kanav Duggal
Research & Content
Manager
MESIA
“Over the course of 2018 there will be further
innovations in energy and storage technologies
along with new regulatory frameworks to boost
the solar industry,” stated Gurmeet Kaur, Marketing
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and Communications Manager at Middle East Solar
Industry Association (MESIA).

Read more.

Read more.
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UAE: Dubai set to launch phase V of Mohammed bin Rashid Al
Maktoum Solar Park

OMAN: Seeks to Further Implement Rooftop PV Plan
17 May

17 May

Oman’s Authority for Electricity Regulation (AER)
has issued an expression of interest (EoI) to select
qualified entities for the supply of an operating and
integrated system of automated risk management
that will be used to perform operational management

and risk mitigation for the second phase of the
rooftop PV program, Sahim.
Read more.

UAE: The EDF Group Commissions its First Renewable
Energy Facility
30 May

© Ghadir Shaar

The Dubai Water and Electricity Authority (DEWA)
has issued a tender to seek IPP advisory services for
the fifth phase of the gargantuan solar plant. After
launching the first four phases, which are set to
reach a combined capacity of 1 GW, the emirate is
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now assessing how to reach the 5 GW target set for
the project by 2030.
Read more.

This plant is the first unit of the 800-MW Dewa
III facility in which EDF acquired a stake along
with Masdar and the Dubai Electricity & Water
Authority (DEWA). DEWA III is the third phase of

one of the world’s most powerful solar projects – the
Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum solar park.
Read more.
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TUNISIA: Announces a 500 MW Tender for Solar PV Projects Across
the Country

UAE: World’s First Date Factory to run on Solar Power in Dubai
3 May

16 May

The projects will be developed on a build, own,
operate model in five locations in Tunisia. These
include the development of 50 MW of solar PV
projects in the governorate (province) of Tozeur
and the governorate of Sidi Bouzid, 100 MW of solar
PV projects in the governorate of Kairouan and the

governorate of Gafsa, and another 200 MW solar
PV project in the Tataouine governorate (in Borj
Bourguiba, Sahara Project).
Read more.

MOROCCO: Noor 580MW CSP+PV Solar Power Complex Fully
Completed in October
2 May
After launching its first stage in February
2016, the remaining three phases of
the complex will become operational
by October, said Mustapha Bakkoury,
managing director of the agency at
a working session on the country’s
renewable energy.
The second and the fourth phase of
the complex will start service as of May,
while the third stage will be launched in
October.

Enviromena will install a 1 megawatt peak solar
PV system at Al Barakah Dates Factory in Dubai.
The solar power will produce part of the required
electricity to help store and process over 60,000

tons of dates per year. The solar rooftop will save
AED10 million and 882 tons of CO2 emissions
Read more.

TURKEY: Introduces Tax Exemption for Solar up to 10 kW
18 May
Although the promised new provisions
for net metering are not in force yet,
the Turkish government has prepared
the ground for future development by
granting residential projects under the
upcoming scheme an exemption from
the 5% income tax on excess power
delivered to the grid.
Read more.

Read more.
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UPCOMING INDUSTRY EVENTS
7th World Conference on Photovoltaic Energy Conversion (WCPEC)
Date: 10-15 June 2018
Location: Hilton Waikoloa Village, Hawaii, USA

AN EYE ON AFRICA
Africa Energy Forum 2018
Date: 19-22 June 2018
Venue: Paradis & Dinarobin Beachcomber Hotel

The IEEE Photovoltaic Specialist Conference is proud
to host the 7th edition of the World Conference on
Photovoltaic Energy Conversion (WCPEC-7). As it
has been a tradition for nearly a quarter of a century,
once every 4 years, three of world’s most prominent
international photovoltaic technical conferences, the
Photovoltaic Science and Engineering Conference
(PVSEC), the European Photovoltaic Solar Energy
Conference (EU PVSEC) and the IEEE Photovoltaic
Specialist Conference (IEEE PVSC) merge into
a global photovoltaic energy technical forum:
the World Conference on Photovoltaic Energy
Conversion. In 2018 the WCPEC-7, that combines
the 45th IEEE PVSC, the 28th PVSEC and the 34th
EU PVSEC, returns to the birth place of the World
Conferences and will be held June 10-15, 2018.
Register here.

CSP Focus MENA 2018
Date: 27-28 June 2018
Location: Marrakech, Morocco

The Africa Energy Forum (AEF) is the global
investment meeting for Africa’s power, energy,
infrastructure and industrial sectors. Now in its 20th
year, AEF brings together senior decision-makers
active in Africa’s energy sector to form partnerships,
identify opportunities and collectively move the

industry forward. AEF has a loyal following of
credible players working in the power space, and
a track record of delivering a valuable networking
experience.
Register here.

Future Energy East Africa
Date: 12-13 September 2018
Location: Nairobi, Kenya

As the only commercial and professional gathering in
Middle East & North Africa region for CSP and solar
thermal domain, CSP Focus MENA 2018 provides the
most powerful and effective platform for all industry
players. Held during June 27-28 in Marrakech, CSP
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Focus MENA 2018 will welcome 200 CSP and solar
thermal thought leaders from MENA and abroad.
Register here.

Future Energy East Africa has evolved from the
East African Power Industry Convention (EAPIC).
After years of close collaboration with utilities,
governments, regulators, large power users,
consultants and solution providers it has become
the number one power conference and exhibition
in East Africa and will take place from 12 – 13
September 2018 in Nairobi, Kenya. Over 45 suppliers
from across the world will not only exhibit their latest
technology and solutions but will be waiting to share
their experience, case studies and best practices
with you.
Register here.
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WHO’S WHO

MESIA MEMBERS’ NEWSLETTERS
Mr. Azem Bishara

Chief Executive Officer
Massader

Click here.
What are you doing?

What is your most memorable moment in Solar?

I am the CEO of Massader, the energy subsidiary
of The Palestine Investment Fund (PIF). We are
currently leading PIF’s investments in natural
resources and infrastructure development projects
in Palestine including Gaza Marine natural gas field,
West Bank oil field, Jenin power plant and the Noor
Palestine Solar Program.

As CEO of Massader, my most memorable moment
was when Massader was selected by the Palestinian
Ministry of Education and Higher Education
(MoEHE) to develop a national program to deploy
solar PV systems on the rooftops of public schools
and universities in Palestine. The Schools Rooftop
Program will cover 500 public schools across
Palestine, with a total generation capacity of 35 MW,
to be deployed over three years.

Massader endeavors to contribute to Palestine’s
energy security and independence, facilitate
investments in large scale projects, create sustainable
employment opportunities, and catalyze economic
growth, all with the aim of creating a firm foundation
to unlock the potential of the Palestinian economy.
How did you start your journey in the solar industry?
I started my journey in solar with Massader as Legal
advisor, where I devised and facilitated exploration,
production sharing, turn key, and purchase
agreements for a number of energy-related projects
in Palestine.
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The program will have a broader, systemic impact
by creating awareness of green power in public
schools and weaving sustainable energy practices
into Palestine’s teaching environ-ment.

Click here.

At the national level, the program brings Palestine
closer to energy independence and strengthens the
country’s commitment to renewable energy.
Visit the massader website here.
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NEW MEMBERS
PARTNER MEMBERS

ARABIAN QUDRA

ZORLU ENERGY

Arabian Qudra, a subsidiary of Acwa Holding, has
been established in Saudi Arabia in 2009, as a
Business Development platform for the Energy
Sector in the MENA Region. Its strong Vision
supported by an experienced Team, succesfully
leaded the implementation of three major business
lines: Fossil Fuel Power Plants, Services, Solar

Zorlu Energy Group was founded with the
establishment of Zorlu Enerji Elektrik Üretim Inc.
(Zorlu Energy) in 1993. It is a group of companies
serving at a global scale in different fields of
the energy sector. Zorlu Energy Group offers an
integrated service in various fields of the energy
sector especially through production and sales of
electricity and vapor carried out by Zorlu Energy, its
only company open to public.

Partner Member
arabianqudra.com

Partner Member
zorluenerji.com

CORPORATE MEMBERS

CANADIAN SOLAR

FINERGREEN

Founded in 2001 in Canada, Canadian Solar operates
as a global energy provider with successful business
subsidiaries in 20 countries on 6 continents. Besides
serving as a leading manufacturer of solar PV
modules and provider of solar energy solutions,
Canadian Solar has a geographically diversified
pipeline of utility-scale power projects. With stateof-the-art manufacturing facilities in Canada, China
and Vietnam, Canadian Solar employs over 12,000
workers worldwide. Together with Recurrent Energy,
Canadian Solar is ushering the way into a new era of
clean, competitive, mainstream power.

FINERGREEN is specialized in M&A operations in the
renewable energy industry over infrastructure assets.
The company brings together its network of investors
and project developers in order to make converging
interests interact. They makes the link between the
projects and the banks. In daily contact with French
and European institutions, the company has a deep
knowledge of the banks and their intervention
procedure and consequently contributes to a better
understanding between financing organisations and
project developers.

Corporate Member
canadiansolar.com
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Corporate Member
finergreen.com

CONTACT US
If you have a question or would like to speak to us about a project, please contact the
relevant board member below. For urgent queries please contact micheline@mesia.com
Chairman					
President					
Vice-President				
Secretary General 			
Marketing Director 			
Legal Director				
Research Director				
International Development Director

Abdul Aziz Al Midfa
Ahmed Nada 		
James Stewart 		
Wim Alen 			
Gurmeet Kaur 		
Derek Kirton 		
Waseem Qureshi		
Karel De Winter		

chairman@mesia.com
ahmed@mesia.com
james@mesia.com
wim@mesia.com
gurmeet@mesia.com
derek@mesia.com
waseem@mesia.com
karel@mesia.com

mesia.com

